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Linda Jo Reed’s goal is simply to encourage people. Her hope is that support and help can be 

found through her words. She is the author of Upheld In The Battle, a book that shares many of 

God’s gifts of courage, compassion, honor, generosity, hopes, dreams, and more. She believes 

that His intimate passion for His children can be an everyday experience as He is tried and found 

faithful. Her second book, Mrs. Job’s Choice, A Journey of Encouragement, gives testimony to 

God’s love and His faithfulness to us even in our fist shaking when we don’t understand the 

ordeals we must endure.  

 

***** 

 

Linda Jo Reed is a writer with a mission: to glorify God and encourage His people. Her message 

is that life’s battles belong to God and He will see us through them when we stand firm. Upheld 

In the Battle is the title of Linda Jo’s first book in which she illustrates how God promises to 

keep us safe through trials. In her second book, Mrs. Job’s Choice, A Journey of Encouragement, 

she shows how God stands by us in our confusion and pain. She has been published in Evangel, 

The Upper Room, Good News Northwest, anthologies and blogs. Her own blog can be found on 

her website: www.lindajoreed.com. She lives in the Pacific Northwest, is grandmother to nine 

boys and owned by two cats. 
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Linda Jo Reed’s goal is simply to encourage people. Her hope is that support and help can be 

found through her words. She is the author of Upheld In The Battle, a book that shares many of 

God’s gifts; and Mrs. Job’s Choice, A Journey of Encouragement, showing how God is faithful, 

even in our pain. Her blog can be found on her website: www.lindajoreed.com. She lives in the 

Pacific Northwest, is grandmother to nine boys and owned by two cats. 
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